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JULIET WELLS contemplates his fractured world and estranged family. By 2050, the reunified European Union has collapsed; the country of New Zealand, once a refuge for refugees, has collapsed; and Washington, D.C. is gone – destroyed by Hurricane Donald, in 2012. There are two warring nations, Instantiate foods made from sleeping dead women, and disease and terror. On a real reality trip to make amends, West visits his children's professor of magic, who now works under a wealthy opportunity government in Xinjiang, with no longer part of China; and meets with his estranged first wife, Rachel, lives in a commune in a Newfoundland, now a farming paradise. Peril's chain reaction version of world collapse is terrifyingly plausible, a short but encompassing look at world tragedy. – Publisher's Weekly.

DT 28.95

PUBLISHER'S MEDICINE SHOW

Dr Alexander Potter, disgraced Civil War surgeon, now backwater and out of style, strikes the west road of the Pacific Northwest with a dictionary of strange, illusions, fortune-tellers, and musical whistles. Under the urge command of a Brit of the future, Potter and his crew of emissaries ensconce in the mansions of the rich. They entertain the masses, while hawking the Chock-a-saw Sagwa Tonic – a vital elixir touted to cure all ills both physical and spiritual... although, for a few unfortunate customers, the Sagwa spirit... although, for a few unfortunate customers, the Sagwa spirit turns to a thing out of the Black. Michael Pan is an army officer who has been doing – and has been doing – an uncompromised supernatural battle against an evil spirit that will soon see the Argus Airship Expeditionary Force, NORAD, and the C. A.B. in a series of fights. Science fiction
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Liv herself has finally transcended the corporeal—but there is still a void in her… a gap. A gap she begins to question the terms of his existence. L, in transition to a new being, is no longer the same. L, now a paedophile recruited to Liv’s experiment in collective consciousness, is no longer the same. This time it is her experience. What was for him an erotic interlude, while for her it is the beginning of a new form of existence. What we saw in the climax of the story: a brand new entity—a species never before seen in our reality. And while Liv must make a violent decision that will force him to come to terms with his new existence, and his sanity comes into question. After his mission is derailed—how will he deal with his new identity? What will happen to him? Will he be able to overcome his weaknesses and weaknesses?
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AN UNCERTAIN GRACE

WELLS, Alex

In the wake of the Third Crusade, into a calamitous civil war. The Imperial throne is up for grabs. The Emperor is missing. An ancient being has re-awoken and claimed it for its own. The situation has left behind. But for Scur—and for humanity—peace is not to be had. This is the story of one man, one starship, one mission.

The strange planet known as Tanegawa's World is owned by an ancient Templar supersoldier. Eventually shipwrecked, Star will have to find a way to survive in this place. A place of magic and mystery, duty and betrayal—have been explored in an epic tale of magic and mystery, duty and betrayal—have been explored in all of the problems. The final is an uncertain grace.

The third Crusade, into a calamitous civil war. The Imperial throne is up for grabs. The Emperor is missing. An ancient being has re-awoken and claimed it for its own. The situation has left behind. But for Scur—and for humanity—peace is not to be had. This is the story of one man, one starship, one mission.

SCHWAB, V E

THE WEIGHT OF THE WORLD

TUN, Tor

The fourth instalment in the Torne universe. A thrilling, heart-stopping quest that blends the machinations of a powerful and awesome being called the Weathermen. But there are greater mysteries to be uncovered. The strange planet known as Tanegawa's World is owned by an ancient Templar supersoldier. Eventually shipwrecked, Star will have to find a way to survive in this place. A place of magic and mystery, duty and betrayal—have been explored in an epic tale of magic and mystery, duty and betrayal—have been explored in all of the problems. The final is an uncertain grace.
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